Assembly & Flight Instructions for In the Breeze 2 Line Stunt Kites
ASSEMBLE KITE: Insert both ends of spreader A and
spreader B into connectors as shown in kite diagram.
Attach stand-offs by inserting them into the connectors
on spreader A.
CONNECT FLYING LINES TO KITE:
Unwind and lay out your flying lines making
sure they are of equal length. Prepare a
Larks Head knot (see diagram) in the
loops at the end of each line, slide the
Larks Head knot over the end knot
(the tow point) on the kite bridle and secure
by pulling the Larks Head knot tight.
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Remember: Always keep the red handle in your right
hand and attached to the right side of the kite. That
way, even if there are twists in the line you will still
know which handle should be in which hand.

LARKS HEAD KNOT

LAUNCHING AND FLYING YOUR KITE: Make sure
your back is to the wind and the lines are fully
extended and even. With equal pressure on both lines
and elbows slightly bent, pull gently while taking a
couple of steps backwards (a helper holding the kite
upward will make your first flights easier).

Beaufort Wind Scale

To turn the kite to the right (clockwise) pull with your
right hand. To turn left (counter clockwise) pull with
your left hand.

Beaufort
Number

Wind Speed
(mph)

1

1-3

2

4-7

3

8-12

4

13-18

5

19-24

6

25-31

Always keep your arms comfortably in front of you with
your elbows slightly bent, as if holding onto the
handlebars of a bicycle, never over your head!
To land the kite, depower it by flying to the extreme
left or right and it will land gently on the ground.
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